A language model combining word-based and category-based ngrams within a backoff framework is presented. Word n-grams conveniently capture sequential relations between particular words, while the category-model, which is based on part-of-speech classifications and allows ambiguous category membership, is able to generalise to unseen word sequences and therefore appropriate in backoff situations. Experiments on the LOB, Switchboard and WSJO corpora demonstrate that the technique greatly improves language model perplexities for sparse mining sets, and offers significantly improved complexity versus performance trade-offs when compared with standard mgram models.
INTRODUCTION
Language models using word-categories are inmnsically more compact and better at generalising to unseen word sequences than their word-based counterpans. Despite this, word-based models continue to deliver superior perfbrmance by capnuing sequential relationships between panicular words, and remain the mainstay of stateof-the-an large-vocabulary speech recognition systems. This p a p presents a technique that attempts to retain the advantages of each of these approaches by allowing backoffs to take place from wordto category-based n-gram probability estimates.
The category-based language model component of the combined model is based on variable-length word-category n-grams' 131, and in this work the categories correspond to part-of-speech classifications as defined in the LOB corpus 11) Words are pmnitted to belong to multiple categories, and consequently the model bases its probability estimates on a set of possible classifications of the word history into category sequences. Each such classification has an associated probability, and is updated renuSively for each successive word in a sentence during operation of the model. The word based n-gram language model component employs the Katz back-off in conjunction with Good-Turing discounting (21.
EXACTMODEL
Consider the following language model', which backs off from a word-to a category-based probability estimate :
where : 0 w is the word for which we would like to estimate the probability of wcurrence. 
v w it follows from (1) that
The quantity (1 -P ( 9 w ) ) may be interpreted as a probability mass which must be distributed among the elements of WT by a suitable choice of k(w I GW). The adopted approach is to distribute this mass using the ratio 1.0-Pw(wI@w)
APPROXIMATE MODEL
Due to the large number of different possible 0, used by the catnot feasible. It would be convenient to obtain backoff constants for every 0, instead, but the dependence of the denominator of (3) upon 0, does not permit this. Run-time calculation of p (-) using equation (3) increases the computational complexity of a probability calculation by a factor or approximately WT in comparison w i t h a model for which these parameters are precalculated. To circumvent this, we note that the @e is most strongly influenced by the most recent words, and hence make the approximation :
egory model, predculation of p (.) according to equation (3) (1 l), and employing (5) this leads to:
(12)
omitting the a m e n t s of pc(w I * w h pw(w I O w ) and P(@,,,) for brwity,
where 4, is the the category-level context corresponding to a,,, when assuming no prior knowledge of the words preceding 0 , .
Since there is a unique &, for each k, we define:
It is easy to show that, for this choice of k(w I &), equation (10) holds. Furthermore, the approximate backoff (8) To reduce the number of words in WT we discard those n-grams with the smallest effect on the training set likelihood. In particular,
an n-gram is retained when
Perplexity where A D is the change in mean per-word log probability when using the word-instead of the category-model:
482.04
I 458.34 I 413.14
RESULTS
-1
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In order to gauge its performance, the described backoff technique has been applied to the LOB, Switchboard and WSJO text corpora In each case language models of various complexities were generated by varying the size of WT as described in the previous section, and the resulting perplexities compared with those of a word trig" trained on the same data The complexity of the latter was controlled by the standard technique of discarding n-grams OCCU- ring fewer than a threshold number of times in the training text (i.e. varying the n-gram cutoffs). Identical thresholds were employed for both bigrams and trigrams in all cases. 
350-
ti0 955, resulting in a vocabulary size of 41097 words. Category language models of differing complexities were built using pruning thresholds of l e 4 and 5e-6 as described in [3]. Table 1 shows details of the varigram (abbreviated VG) and word-m,gam (abbreviated WTG) language models, and figure 1 the performance of the resulting two WTCBO models5. In both cases these achieve significant perplexity reductions relative to the trigram. 
Switchboard corpus
The Switchboard corpus consists of approximately 1.9 million words of spontaneous telephone convenations concerning a predefined set of topics, and has been the focus of some recent research into conversational spcech recognition. A 22,643 word vocabulary closed with respect to the test-set was used, the test-set being the Switchboard dev-test se! containing 10,179 words and 1192 sentences. Varigram models wen consrmcted again using pruning thresholds of l e 4 and Se-6. TPble 2 Language models for the Switchboard corpU s~~O 1 and 2 ae built using VG 1 and 2 rrspectively.
. .. The limited number of conversational topics in the Switchboard corpus leads to a reduction in the mining-set spaneness and better coverage by the word mgram than for LOB (the backoff rate drops by 41% from the latter to the former). Thus there is less need for the generalising ability of the category-model, and consequently a smalla perplexity improvement. Complexity (number of n-grams) Figure 3 : WTCBO models for the WSJO corpus
WSJO corpus
From figure 3 we see that, while in this case the WTCBO model does not offer substantial perplexity improvements over the trigram, it still allows a significantly better complexity vs. performance tradeoff. As was found for the Switchboard corpus, perplexity improvements are small when the word-model is well-trained, which it is for WSJO due to the large amount of training data.
CONCLUSION
A language model which backs-off from a word-based to a category-based n-gram estimate has been inmduced. This technique greatly i m p v e s perplexities for sparse c o p r a , and offers significantly better complexity vs. perfomance tradeoffs when compared with standard mgram models.
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